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VALLO TRANSPORTATION FORMS VP BUSES
A NEW SISTER-COMPANY WITH A FAMILY LEGACY YOU CAN TRUST
VP Buses Acquired SuperTrans N.Y. Inc.
Offers Private Yellow School Bus Transportation
at Additional Bronx Schools
Whitestone, New York – August 17, 2015 – A family owned and managed business with over 50 years of
experience in school bus transportation has opened a new corporation and sister company to
Whitestone-based Vallo Transportation Ltd named VP Buses. At the helm of this operation are thirdgeneration family members Denise DeSabato-Pisapia, Chief Operating Officer and Nick Vallone,
Managerial Assistant. VP Buses will continue the family legacy of providing private yellow school bus
service to New York schools and has been contracted to start providing bus service to students at a
school in Riverdale in September. Subsequently, VP Buses recently acquired Supertrans N.Y. Inc. which
provides private school bus transportation for students attending Horace Mann and Riverdale County
Schools in the Bronx.
Both Denise DeSabato-Pisapia and Nick Vallone are grandchildren to an industry pioneer, Ed Vallone. Ed
and his brother Tony founded Parkway Bus Service over 50 years ago, and their focus was to provide
affordable, quality, safe and reliable private school bus service to New York City students. Through
successful partnerships, their business continued, and currently Ed Vallone’s children and grandchildren
uphold his high standards and continue to own and operate several transportation companies
throughout New York including Vallo Transportation Ltd, Rolling V Transportation Services, Mutual Bus
Corporation, Shuttle Bus Plus and their latest venture VP Buses. Each company continues to be family
owned and managed and has a solid reputation built on safety and treating customers with respect and
thoughtfulness as if, they too, are part of the family.
Expanding to Riverdale is familiar territory for VP Buses as Denise played a pivotal role in securing a
successful partnership between Vallo Transportation and a school there in the past. “We’re confident
that VP Buses will uphold our family’s strong tradition of safety, reliability and superior customer care
that each school community has come to expect from us. We want parents to know that our clients –
their children – will receive our utmost attention to detail which will result in prompt, professional and
personalized service,” stated Denise DeSabato-Pisapia, Chief Operating Officer, VP Buses. Denise
firmly believes that honest, effective and meaningful communication will lead to a mutually beneficial
relationship with clients, employees and the community. Denise has held leadership positions in the
family’s transportation business for almost a decade, and previously held leadership positions in the
hospitality field. She received her Master’s Degree in Healthcare Administration from Hofstra
University, and continues to implement new practices and policies that strengthen operations and
maximize communication platforms.
“It’s not only our objective to serve the school community to the best of our ability, our hope is to
further expand our community service throughout the Bronx and form lasting, effective partnerships
that make a positive impact. Our family strongly believes in giving back, and our employees share our
philanthropic spirit as well,” added Ms. DeSabato-Pisapia.
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Vallo Transportation is a successful local business and expansion is a natural progression on their
journey toward continued success. Recently, VP Buses acquired SuperTrans N.Y. Inc. which offers
private school bus service to Horace Mann and Riverdale County Schools in the Bronx. Understanding
the importance of continuing to grow the company, Nick was instrumental in another recent acquisition,
Shuttle Bus Plus, a New York City-based transportation company catering to luxury residential and
commercial establishments. Nick Vallone, Managerial Assistant, VP Buses states, “With Vallo
Transportation’s recent acquisition of Shuttle Bus Plus, the company expanded its fleet to include sleek
mini coaches which has greatly expanded vehicle options for new and existing clients. Mini coaches are
a trendy alternative for use during intimate or upscale private events and corporate functions.” Nick
matured in this industry beginning his career in the family business as an enthusiastic teen in 2002.
He’s held many positions through the years, strategically learning the business from the ground up, and
today, he’s committed to elevating the company and continuing its path toward progression. Whether
it’s through expansion or developing new business ventures such as Big V Tours, Nick is continually
exploring ideas for growth and remains laser focused on their core business. He is currently enrolled in
St. John’s University pursuing a Bachelors’ Degree in Business Administration.
While mini-coaches are an ideal option for smaller groups, clients can continue to inquire about
chartering a selection of clean, well-maintained and air-conditioned yellow school buses that can
accommodate up to 50 adults or 75 children. “When clients contact any one of our companies for
charter service, they can trust that our experienced team will customize a package that will meet or
exceed expectations in terms of rates, professionalism and overall quality of service,” added Nick.
Visit www.VPBuses.com, call 718-767-0353 or email info@vpbuses.com for more information on private
school bus transportation or charter services.
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